THE    POST
begun to form. There was nothing we could do that night; and
after a bit we walked back to our quarters, very worried about
Tutiak.
Next day we woke late and went immediately down to the
shack. Tutiak and his family had just left. He had to leave.
Every instinct told him to go back to his hunting-grounds, back
to his own kind. With his dogs, his wife, and his child he was
already moving up the rise on the far side of the creek, his
patched and tattered clothes flying in the wind, and now, as we
gazed, he vanished, becoming one with the colourless earth. It
was well, thus; it is well that man return to his kind and to the
earth from which he is sprung.
A group of Eskimos were sitting in an igloo. Night had fallen,
and they sat laughing and smoking after a good day of sealing.
Conversation was animated, but it was not general, as with us.
Among the Eskimos each talks in turn, and often what each says
sends the rest off into laughter. The women sat by over their
work. Women take no part in a conversation, but they listen
sharply to everything that is said and join in the laughter. Seal
meat was boiling in the katta, the pot; the igloo was full of
smoke; the idea of a coming feast excited the men, and the
pitch of their conversation rose and became playfully crude.
At that moment the word was spoken. Not an insulting word,
not a direct slap, but a word mockingly flung forth and there-
fore more painftd, a word that made a man lose face before the
others, that crippled him if he had no retort. One of the younger
men had spoken. Encouraged by the laughter of the rest he had
gone further than he intended. Planted before an older man,
who was lying back on the iglerk, he said to him scornfully,
'When you don't miss a seal, you certainly strike him square,
If we were aU as accurate as you are, the clan would have to
get along without eating.5
The old man's blood rushed to his face, but except for a single
flash of the eyes he remained impassive. He sat still, unable to
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